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ABSTRACT

The focus  is creating a new substance use risk scale for emerging adults. The COMP-SU is 

multidimensional, consisting of four subscales associated with substance use: sensation seeking, 

impulsivity, self-soothing deficits, and hopelessness. In stage one, 48 items were developed, a factor 

analysis was performed to reduce the item set to 24 items. In phase two, several substance use measures 

including the MMPI Addiction Acknowledgment Scale, the Rollnick Readiness to Change Questionnaire, 

Frequency of Use Scale, and The Drug Related Locus of Control Scale. These measures will show 

concurrent validity of the COMP-SU. The sensation-seeking and impulsivity scales of the Substance Use 

Risk Profile (SURPS) will also be administered to show Incremental validity of the COMP-SU. It is 

hypothesized that the COMP-SU will demonstrate concurrent validity as well as incremental validity

RESULTS (Correlations) 

• MMPI, DR-LOCS, and Frequency of Use was used validate the 24 question COMP-SU

• MMPI correlated with all COMP-SU scales. MMPI correlated with SURPS total and SURPS IMP

• DR-LOCS significantly correlated with all COMP-SU scales expect Self Soothing Deficit. DR-

LOCS correlated with SURPS total and SURPS impulsivity but not Sensation Seeking. 

• Frequency of use correlated significantly with the SURPS scale. It also signicantly correlated with 

the COMP-SU scales expect self soothing deficit. 

• Rollnick's readiness to Change Scale will not be included as it did not show significant data. 

METHOD

Phase 1

• A 48-item questionnaire was developed that includes a four-point, Likert response format 

• 220 emerging adults were recruited via Prolific Academic.110 males /110 females, 18 to 30 years, 

drawn from a sample of individuals who register with PA as “actively engaged in substance use 

or in recovery”.

• The 48-item COMP-SU will be reduced to 24 items (6 per scale) through factor analysis.

Phase 2

• 100 emerging adults was recruited via Prolific Academic. 50 males and 50 females, 18 to 30 

years, drawn from individuals who register with PA as “actively engaged in substance use or in 

recovery”.

• SURPS Sensation-seeking and Impulsivity scales are included to show incremental validity. 

• To assess the concurrent validity of the COMP-SU, the Rollnick’s Readiness to Change 

Questionnaire, The MMPI Alcohol Acknowledgement Scale, Frequency of substance use and 

Drug related Locus of Control scale will be used. 

DISCUSSION

• COMP-SU correlated positively with MMPI, DR-LOCS and Frequency of use  which shows internal validity of the current scale. 

• Although the Surps correlated with the MMPI, through multiple regression and stepwise regression it shows the COMP-SU has a higher rate of predictability for the 

MMPI. This is also shown in the partial correlations. The MMPI overlaps more significantly with the COMP-SU total and SS scale scores than with  SURPS. 

• COMP-SU paired well with DR-LOCS. DR-LOCS did not correlate with SSD. External locus of control focus on the outside world while SSD is an internalized scale. 

• The SURPS and COMP-SU significantly correlate with frequency of use. Multiple regression analysis and the residual variance shows that the frequency of use had a 

more significant connection with SURPS. Due to current limitations in Prolific Academic, the sample combines individuals currently dealing with substance use and 

those in recovery. In future studies using samples of individuals either in recovery or actively dealing with substance use will be more ideal. 

• The multidimensional nature of COMP-SU will allow future investigations of subtypes of at-risk emerging adults with varying profiles.  Ultimately, it may even be 

possible to match risk profiles with tailored interventions.

Table 3: MMPI Addiction Acknowledgement Scale

Partial R p Residual Variance r2

COMP-SU & MMPI (Control for SURP)
.28 .006* 8 percent

SURP-Tot & MMPI (Control for COMP-SU)
.17 .102 1 Percent

Table 4: Perceived External Control over Drug Use

Partial R p Residual Variance r2

COMP-SU& Ext-Con (Control for SURP)
.31 .002* 9 percent

SURPS & Ext-Con (Control for COMP-SU)
.02 .863 .0004 > 1 percent

Table 5: Frequency of Use (Last 3 months)

Partial R p Residual Variance r2

COMP-SU & Frequency (Control for SURPS)
.17 .09 3 percent 

SURPS & Frequency (Control for COMP-SU)
.22 .03 .5 percent

Table 1: Principle Component Analysis: (Varimax) Rotated Solution 

1 2 3 4

Sensation- Seeking 

My life would be intolerable without a daily dose of excitement. .52

Some risk-taking is worth it for a repeated mind-body rush. .71

I will make sacrifices to have a new or different experience. .59

In order to feel alive, I am willing to take some risks. .69

I consider myself a thrill-seeker .76

A good like for me includes a steady rush of excitement .73

Impulsivity

I do not always think everything through .65

I always thoroughly think and plan before doing something. .62

I get into trouble because I don’t think before I act. .65

If something feels good, I will do it regardless of consequences. .54

I normally regret my decisions .52

I spend more money than I make .63

Self-Soothing deficit

I have a hard time calming down once I get upset .62

Some people think I overreact .63

When I get upset, I know exactly how to calm myself down. .57

It doesn’t take a lot to make me upset .69

I would be content to be left to my thoughts and feelings .48

I get distracted easily .41

Hopelessness

I do not feel that I have that much in common with most people .58

I have manipulative or controlling people in my life .50

I often have to act against my best interest because of those 

around me. 

.46

As I look around it is hard for me to feel like I belong. .75

I have this feeling the system is rigged against me .61

I received a lot of attention as a child .47

RESULTS (Multiple Regression) 

• Table 6 regarding MMPI and DR-LOCS, the COMP-SU score emerged as a better predictor. Stepwise 

regression was performed, the COMP-SU score was retained. For Frequency of Use the SURPS score 

emerged as a significant predictor. A Stepwise regression was done and the SURPS was retained.

• Table 7 regarding DR-LOCS, the COMP-SU score emerged as a better predictor. A stepwise regression 

was done, COMP-SU score was retained. MMPI and Frequency of Use the SURPS score emerged as a 

significant predictor. Stepwise regression was performed for each outcome and the SURPS was retained. 

• Table 8 MMPI, DR-LOCS  and frequency of use the COMP-SU score emerged as a more robust 

predictor. Stepwise regression was done and only the COMP-SU score was retained. 

RESULTS (Partial Correlations) 

• In table 3 a Partial Correlation was conducted for the MMPI and COMP-SU controlling for 

SURPS. It had a residual Variance of 8% while the partial correlation for the MMPI and SURPS 

controlling for COMP-SU was 1%. COMP-SU was a better predictor for the MMPI. 

• In table 4 Partial Correlation was done for the DR-LOCS and COMP-SU controlling for SURPS 

and had a residual variance of 9%. SURPS and DR-LOCS residual Variance was less than 1%.

• In table 5 a Patrial Correlation was conducted for Frequency of Use and COMP-SU (control 

SURPS). The residual variance was 3%. SURPS had a residual variance of 5%. 

Table 6: Multiple Regression Analysis: Direct Comparison of Two Scale Totals

Outcomes Predictors Standardized 

Beta Weights

p Model Summary

R = .48

R2 = .23

R = .42

R2 = .17

R = .45

R2 = .20

MMPI Addiction 

Acknowledgement

Comp-SU Total .34 .03
SURPS-Total .20 .05

Perceived External Control of 

Drug Use

COMP-SU Total** .40 .002
Surps Total .02 .86

Frequency of Drug Use COMP-SU Total Score .22 .09

Table 7: Multiple Regression Analysis: Direct Comparison of Two Impulsivity 

Scales

Outcomes Predictors Standardized 

Beta Weights

p Model Summary

R = .58

R2 = .34

R = .41

R2 = .17

R = .37

R2 = .14

MMPI Addiction 

Acknowledgement

Comp-SU IMP .21 .06
SURPS-IMP .42 .00

Perceived External Control of 

Drug Use

COMP-SU IMP .25 .05
Surps IMP .20 .12

Frequency of Drug Use COMP-SU IMP .17 .18
SURPS IMP .23 .07

Table 6: Multiple Regression: Direct Comparison of Two sensation-seeking 

Scales

Outcomes Predictors Standardized 

Beta Weights

p Model Summary

R = .25

R2 = .06

R = .29

R2 = .09

R = .40

R2 = .16

MMPI Addiction 

Acknowledgement

Comp-SU SS .23** .06
SURPS- SS .03 .81

Perceived External Control of 

Drug Use

COMP-SU SS .32** .01
Surps SS -.04 .71

Frequency of Drug Use COMP-SU SS .24 .03
SURPS Total SS .21 .07

RESULTS 1: FACTOR ANALYSIS (PCA)

• Factor analysis was performed using PCA with an orthogonal rotation (Varimax).  A clear four-

factor solution emerged. 

Table 2: Bivariate Correlations

OUTCOMES

Predictors 
COMP-SU 

(SS)

COMP-SU 

(IMP)

COMP-SU 

(SD)

COMP-SU 

(HL)

COMP-SU SURPS

(SS)

SURPS

(IMP)

SURPS

MMPI .25* .49** .22* .33* .48** .15 .56** .44**

DR-LOCS .28* .38** .19 .24* .42** .12 .36** .30**

FREQ .36* .33* .11 .23* .40** .31* .36* .42**
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